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The COVID-19 crisis has starkly exposed the existing economic vulnerability of temporary migrants in many countries. In Australia, many temporary migrants, who were already at risk of marginalisation due to policies restricting their bargaining power and agency (Wright and Clibborn 2020), have lost their jobs and have minimal financial support due to their exclusion from public welfare.

We argue that the situation confronting temporary migrant workers is a direct consequence of dramatic and deliberate changes in immigration policy since the 1990s. These policy changes were engineered by the Australian state with the professed aim of increasing labour market efficiency, and led to the abandonment of previous policy arrangements that had successfully enabled social and economic inclusion of migrant workers.

The next section examines the shift in Australian immigration selection and control to an exclusive focus on improving the short-term economic contribution of visa policy. The article then analyses how these policies have eroded temporary migrants’ rights and channelled temporary migrants into sectors that have poor quality employment practices. It concludes by outlining proposals to avoid marginalising migrants in the future through a greater focus on socially inclusionary measures.

Australian immigration policy and the changing definition of ‘national interest’

Nation states tend to select and control immigration in a manner consistent with how they define their ‘national interest’ (Hiebert and Ley 2006). Australia exemplifies this because its relative geographical isolation grants the state a virtually unmatched capacity to control immigration in accordance with its definition of national interest (Salt 2006), which has changed strikingly in recent decades. Prior to 1973 Australian immigration policy prioritised racialised exclusion, as reflected in the White Australia policy. From 1973 to 1996, this shifted to a more multicultural and socially inclusive policy, as seen in replacement of race and nationality as the basis for immigrant selection with a points test in which the family connections of applicants were a priority (Jupp 2007).

Since 1996, the Australian state’s definition of national interest underpinning immigration policy has again shifted dramatically, towards a neoliberal approach aimed at maximising economic returns and labour efficiency for employers. While applicants deemed most likely to contribute to these goals have been permitted entry, those who do not meet these criteria have been deemed ‘unwanted’ and refused entry. Intakes of skilled and student visa holders, which are net beneficial to the Commonwealth budget, have been expanded sizeably. Skilled visa applicants are considered likely to make a net economic contribution by virtue of changes to immigration selection that prioritises young, highly qualified, high-income and English-proficient applicants. Student visa holders contribute significantly through upfront payment of unsubsidised fees. Conversely, types of immigration deemed as generating net fiscal costs – due to applicants’ relatively low labour market participation and/or relatively high welfare support – have been reduced in the case of family immigration, and discouraged by force in the case of asylum seekers (Wright 2014).

A comprehensive shift from immigration policies based almost exclusively on permanent residency to large-scale temporary migration is another way the Australian state has achieved its goal of maximising the economic returns of immigration policy. Unlike permanent residents and citizens, temporary migrants have virtually no access to welfare support and social security, and their rights are constrained. For instance, there are restrictions on temporary skilled and Seasonal Workers Program visa
holders’ ability to switch employers. These workers face deportation if they lose their jobs and cannot find another employer sponsor with a narrow timeframe. While some temporary migrants are eligible for permanent residency, various visa changes have curtailed this in recent years (Wright and Clibborn 2020). For example, the temporary skilled visa ‘short-term’ stream introduced in 2018 provides no pathway to permanent residency. Since 2013 there has been a three-fold increase in the number of people on temporary visas for more than eight years (Sherrell 2019).

Welfare restrictions have contributed to temporary migrant workers’ economic insecurity because they have no access to income support if they lose their employment. This can also make temporary migrants more vulnerable to underpayment and other forms of mistreatment because it means they may have limited alternatives to working for unscrupulous employers (Clibborn and Wright 2018).

COVID-19 has intensified these insecurities and exposed the impacts of the Australian state’s neoliberal immigration policy. Many migrants are concentrated in sectors affected heavily by the economic shutdown and are excluded from the JobKeeper payment. While the government has told temporary migrants who have lost their jobs to leave, since their economic utility to Australia is deemed to have ceased, international travel restrictions make this option virtually impossible.

The erosion of protections for migrant workers

Prior to 1996, the risks of migrants in Australia being underpaid or mistreated at the workplace were relatively low. Due to the focus of immigration policy on permanent residency and the relatively standardised outcomes produced by the award system, which unions helped to enforce effectively, migrant workers had access to the same wages and conditions as other workers (Quinlan and Lever-Tracy 1990).

Under the post-1996 policy regime, temporary migrants notionally receive minimum award standards, but the challenges of enforcing these standards are considerable. While unions have been weakened by several decades of policy changes, they remain an important determinant of whether legal standards are enforced at the workplace (Hardy and Howe 2009). Union membership is low in industries where temporary migrants are concentrated, such as hospitality, food delivery, retail, horticulture, cleaning and residential construction. This makes temporary migrants
disproportionately reliant upon the Fair Work Ombudsman, which lacks the resources to effectively enforce employer compliance in industries and workplaces where temporary migrants often work (Clibborn 2015).

Studies of temporary migrant workers’ experiences with underpayment and wage theft illustrate these enforcement challenges. A survey of 1433 international student visa holders found that 100% of those working part-time as café and restaurant waiters and retail shop assistants were paid below the relevant award minimum rate (Clibborn 2018). Widespread underpayment has also been identified in other occupations and industries where temporary migrants are concentrated (Berg and Farbenblum 2017; Howe et al. 2019). The Australian government’s preoccupations with maintaining labour market flexibility, the influence of employer groups over policy decisions and weak political incentives to improve employer compliance are factors contributing to widespread underpayment of temporary migrants (Clibborn and Wright 2018).

Poor quality employment practices

Employer association lobbying has been identified as a driver of policy changes enabling the growth of temporary migration in Australia (Wright and Clibborn 2017). These lobbying efforts have been particularly intense among employer associations representing industries with ‘labour supply uncertainties’ (Campbell 2019: 50), such as hospitality and horticulture. In some cases these labour supply uncertainties are exacerbated by factors beyond employers’ control, including geographical distance and seasonal production (Campbell 2019; Howe et al. 2019). In other cases, however, labour supply uncertainties are caused by poor job quality – in the form of low pay, insecure working arrangements and/or minimal career development opportunities – which makes it difficult for employers to attract permanent residents. This is illustrated by research of employer sponsorship of temporary skilled visa holders.

Like employer sponsored immigration schemes in other countries (Sumption 2019), the objective of Australia’s temporary skilled visa scheme is to address skill shortages, which are typically defined by the qualifications required to perform a job. However, a survey of the motivations of 1602 employers for recruiting temporary skilled migrants identified significant deviation from this objective (Wright and Constantin 2020). A key motivation of sponsorship among employers in certain
industries, especially hospitality, was to recruit temporary workers perceived as more loyal and harder working than other groups of workers. These attributes are likely due to restrictions imposed on temporary skilled migrants’ ability to switch employers, which makes them a more attractive source of labour supply for employers seeking a cost or productivity advantage. Only 1% of surveyed employers using the scheme increased wages to address their supply challenges, which is a widely accepted proxy for skill shortages (Campbell 2019; Healy et al. 2015). This indicates the skill shortages temporary migrants’ employer sponsors seek to address are not acute, if they exist at all. While it was common for employers to attribute their supply uncertainties to the attitudinal deficiencies of local workers, these challenges also reflect poor job quality in industries where temporary migrants are concentrated (Wright et al. 2019).

COVID-19 crisis consequences

The Australian state has effectively denied responsibility for temporary migrants displaced by the crisis by failing to extend new and existing social security measures to temporary migrants and telling those who cannot support themselves to ‘go home’, in the words of the Immigration Minister (Coleman 2020).

Some Australian industries that have been large employers of temporary migrants in recent years, such as hospitality, have been impacted particularly heavily by the economic shutdown caused by COVID-19. A survey of temporary migrants by Unions NSW at an early stage of the shutdown found that around 50 per cent had lost their jobs as a consequence (Pupazzoni 2020).

While employers and workers with permanent residency have to some extent been protected by the JobKeeper payment, and state government assistance (Doherty 2020), this does not extend to temporary migrants, illustrated by some employers standing down temporary migrants while retaining other workers eligible for JobKeeper (Karp 2020).

Whereas temporary migrants were the most likely victims of wage theft prior to COVID-19, they have been the workforce group most adversely affected by the shutdown and least likely to benefit from changes allowing access to superannuation given relative length of service and superannuation theft. Similarly, the extension of international students’ maximum working hours in health services and major supermarkets will...
help few, given their prevalence in hospitality and informal retail employment during semester (Marginson et al. 2010; Clibborn 2018).

**Changes to policy**

We have argued the vulnerabilities of temporary migrants to displacement are the direct consequence of 25 years of policy change. This indicates the Australian state has responsibility for these workers’ plight, despite comments from government ministers to the contrary. Policy changes have been informed by a narrow, neoliberal understanding of the national interest defined exclusively in terms of budgetary outcomes and employer flexibility, with minimal attention given to social inclusion or equity considerations. To avoid the marginalisation that many migrants in Australia have experienced under these policies, which COVID-19 has intensified, the following changes are needed.

First, policies should recognise the social inclusion benefits of permanent migration and, where temporary migration remains necessary, a clear temporary-permanent migration pathway. Australia should return to the highly inclusive policy arrangements that prevailed in the 1973-1996 period that gave virtually all migrants access to permanent residency with the same rights and protections as citizens. International research demonstrates that permanent residency and citizenship are key factors enhancing the likelihood of migrant workers being treated fairly in the labour market (e.g. Dauvergne 2016).

Second, policies should ensure that migrant workers maintain or are granted mobility between employers so they can leave exploitative arrangements that temporary visa schemes can facilitate. Visa regulations that tie migrant workers to an employer sponsor or otherwise constrain workers’ mobility can significantly enhance employer power and the likelihood of these workers being exploited (Sumption 2019).

Third, institutional protections of employment rights must serve migrant workers more effectively. This requires a significant funding increase to ensure the Fair Work Ombudsman is adequately resourced. This should be complemented by a co-regulation strategic approach whereby the Fair Work Ombudsman involves unions, community legal centres, other community-based migrant representative groups and migrant workers themselves as part of its enforcement strategies (Clibborn 2019). These groups’ ability to enforce employment laws should also be enhanced.
Finally, skill shortages should be independently verified through an assessment of existing supply and demand within the labour market and addressed by more coordinated education and immigration policies (Howe 2013). While employer demand can serve as a gauge of labour market needs, it can also encourage employers to develop structural preferences for migrant labour in ways that can erode job quality and career opportunities for workers (Ruhs 2013). To this end, structured training programs, active labour market programs and requirements by employers in low-wage industries to improve job quality would enhance the attractiveness of work in these industries.

Conclusion

The policy-induced inequalities identified in this article created conditions that have made temporary migrant workers particularly vulnerable to the impacts of the COVID-19 crisis. This vulnerability has been exacerbated by new policies restricting temporary migrants from the JobKeeper payment and other forms of welfare support, which represent a continuation of the Australian state’s exclusionary approach since 1996. The measures we have proposed in this article would help to strengthen migrants workers’ bargaining power and agency and reduce employer reliance on an exploited and marginalised temporary migrant workforce, which must be policy priorities for the post-COVID-19 recovery.
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